Introduction
I would like to begin by attempting an arbitrary extrapolation of the theses put forward in Bion's Transformations (Bion, 1965) and a description of their applications from the vertex of the operations performed by the analyst in the session.
The concept of transformations has gradually replaced that of deciphering and decoding, giving rise to new therapeutic interventions that focus more on the development of the oneiric functions in the session and on the development of the container.
The analyst may work in the field of rigid-motion transformationsmeaning those in which the initial figure is easily recognisable owing to its high level of invariance -which are observed whenever, for example, we draw close to a split or bring some of the patient's communications into the transference. Operations such as these may, in my view, be very useful to the analyst, because they have the potential to generate a basic relationality comparable to a trapeze artist's safety net.
The analyst's operations of projective transformations are again different. Here there is less invariance, and they are less easily recognisable as transformations than the previous type. They often stem from reverie, from the opening-up of new vistas of meaning; and they have their origins in an operational model in the field, rather than in a theory.
In Bion's famous example, a patient says "Ice-cream", the cold of which he interprets as keeping back the violent emotion of "I scream" (Bion, 1965) .
Transformations in K are ones that include a link of knowledge, albeit without activating catastrophic changes -for which they may, however, pave the way. "(….) transformations in K are feared when they threaten the emergence of transformation in "O".
Transformations in "O" and catastrophic change involve a sudden leap in mental growth, which is achieved by way of a crisis that may sometimes even include short periods of depersonalization.
Characteristic features of catastrophic change are violence and subversion of the system or of the invariance, as a process of transformation (Grinberg et al., 1991) -and for the analyst, awareness of the emotion of being unable to spare himself or his patient from an experience of "catastrophic" truth. As Bion states, "Transformations in O contrast with other transformations in that the former are related to growth in becoming and the latter to growth in "knowing about growth". Resistance to an interpretation is therefore resistance to the change from K to O. Such a change is "of particular concern to the analyst in his function of aiding maturation of the personalities of his patients" (Bion, 1965) .
Transformations in dreaming
I first began thinking about the concept of transformations in dreaming after hearing a French colleague describe an episode involving Freud. On arriving at the session, a patient had complained to Freud about his wife.
He had spoken of how irritated and exasperated he'd felt listening to her complaints about fruit she'd been sold at the market and how overripe it was.
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After a while, according to my French colleague, Freud had said something to the effect of: "That's enough talk about fruit; it's time to turn inwards towards your emotions".
My French colleague was reminded of this story when one of his own patients began complaining about something in his life, and he so decided to intervene by saying: "Let's leave these things aside, why don't you try to search inside yourself and focus on your emotions".
The patient spent the remainder of the session in absolute silence. That was how I came to think of the concept of transformations in dreams, or rather, of how what happens might happen if we were to adopt a sort of magic filter as we listen to each and every one of the patient's communications.
If the patient's communication, "My wife complained about the rotten fruit..." is preceded by the filter "I dreamed that my wife complained about the rotten fruit she was given", everything changes.
We give weight to a communication that could carry a thousand different meanings. Perhaps the most obvious is that an aspect of the patient (the wife) is unhappy about getting such poor fruit from the grocer (the analyst), and overripe indigestible interpretations (apples, pears).
Listening to each communication as though it were preceded by "I dreamed" opens the analyst's mind to an infinite range of possible interpretations and ways of listening (Ferro, 2009 , Civitarese and Ferro, 2013 , Ogden, 2008 .
Transformations in play
The concept of transformations in play first came to me when I was supervising a case. An experienced analyst presented a session with a young boy of about seven who started making and throwing paper airplanes at her. When one of them struck her painfully in the corner of the eye, the normally very composed analyst had become angry and found herself making and throwing her own paper airplanes back at the child. When one almost struck him in the eye, she stopped and was quite naturally mortified. She quickly Antonino Ferro regained her composure, but by then the boy had started cursing and swearing at her. To her bemusement, she found herself turning all of these swear words into light-hearted rhyming verses
The boy would swear at her and she would transform his words into rhymes. Little by little the child's anger seemed to wane and he asked if she would have a go at swearing too. Perhaps still flushed by her previous anger and much to the boy's delight, she found this quite easy to do and let out a string of four-letter words. The boy then started turning these words into rhymes of his own.
So, the airplane game became the rhyme game; they had stopped throwing arrows at each other and were doing something enjoyable for both parties.
At the end of the session and for the very first time, the boy said he could hardly wait to come again. Over the next sessions, they went on with this game where one would swear and the other would use the swear words in an invented rhyme. The analyst made up increasingly interpretive rhymes such as "The little son of a ... was angry because..." And this is an example of how something very aggressive was transformed into play.
The Session as a dream
The entire session may be considered as a dream and the characters that enter the session thought of as the expression of this dream. Here is a brief example of the genesis of a character who describes the dream underlying the narrative. P: So you had the plaster cast on your leg removed? A: Yes, last week. P: Your walking stick looks different. A: (rather prolonged silence) P: This morning we had yet another crisis involving Anna. We seem to have one every single day. She woke up and called for me first, so I went to her. Then she said she wanted her father. I said: "Come on then, your father is in our room". She followed me there and wanted her father to wake up and
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play. Sam would normally wake up, but this morning he had jet lag and was a little tired. He said: "Come and just give me a hug. Anna said: I am not going back to sleep; you have to wake up because I want to play!" She spoke in a bossy tone of voice and so Sam decided not to get out of bed. We asked her if we ever woke her up like that. She didn't calm down. She said: "Right, I'll go, but I won't ever be your daughter again! I didn't break his heart, he broke mine".
Sonia
Sonia, a 38-year-old doctor, attends four sessions a week and is using the sofa.
At the beginning of her analysis, Sonia oscillates between three kinds of mental functioning. The first is persecution whenever something is said to her, regardless of the content of the communication, which she appears not to take in. The very fact of being exposed to the sensoriality of my interventions causes the sprouting of scenes in which the consultant in the department where she works persecutes, offends and imposes his own opinions on her (far from this being violence of interpretation, here we are faced with the violence of the mere physical and phonic action of the Other!).
All at once, I find myself barely able to speak anymore and so the persecution subsides, only reappearing if I make a minimal intervention, or exceptionally, some change in the setting ("The consultant insults me, presumes to decide for me, it's a form of abuse").
I don't know how to get out of this narrow one-way street, but then Sonia finds the solution: she imagines herself writing a detective novel.
I consider this a brilliant solution, especially when the patient tells me that she wants to write a book on how to kill the consultant, using a seemingly innocuous cocktail of medicine and food.
And so she begins her online search for interactions between various pharmacological substances and principles present in food.
This course of action seems to create a glimmer of light capable of gradually brightening Sonia's persecutory world: the patients she sees in hospital are no longer immune-depressed (and so without defences) and suffering from AIDS, but instead start to have functioning immune systems.
However, another problem lurks around the corner: perhaps this more open climate of good coupling fosters positive feelings in Sonia, now presenting themselves as backdated tales of "falling madly in love" whilst she was at university or medical school, even though they are being experienced today.
It is only an emotional intimacy experienced in memory, perhaps the fantasy of some kiss, but this seems to open up fiery and overwhelming horizons of passion.
From time to time, "he" sends messages which fluster her and give her sleepless nights, caught between desires she cannot confess and whirlwinds of passion.
At this point, I intervene, deciding to give space and narratability to these mental states, and this seems to work even in the absence of interpretations (a rêverie puts me in contact with a mediastinal abscess that first of all needs to be drained).
All of this leads us towards a third problem -that of emotional drowsiness -and I am the first victim of this risk of "falling asleep" in every session.
Sonia appears to need her own spaces to generate something. As she explains: "It's only when I'm by myself that I can really take care of all the plants and flowers I keep on the balcony".
These spaces of silence are defended by sending people to sleep (her concoctions to render the consultant "dead" tired), the soporific numbing of her whirlwinds of passion, and especially by the barrage of words which evacuate anxiety without communicating anything. I wonder what to do with these outpourings of words, which can last for the whole session. I decide to wait and let her "evacuate". After a long period of unstoppable walls of words, Sonia dreams of giving large quantities of plastic bottles to her sister Nina who, not really knowing what to do with them, said she would put them aside, perhaps to make them into sculptures.
I start to wonder what characters, gathered in possible forms, and might allow us to make a further narrative.
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One Monday, Sonia tells me that in the morning someone had rung the entry-phone and given her a terrible fright: it was the plumber asking for her husband. Feeling uneasy about this intrusion, she had cut him off but not before hearing that he was delivering a gift of mushrooms.
Something was beginning to take shape.
She begins the session the following day by telling me that her ninemonth-old son was taken to a cardiologist for an ECG. Clearly terrified, the baby cried and screamed so much that it was impossible to carry out the procedure.
Then she tells me about a home visit she will have to make to a patient who is too scared to go out.
At this point, I feel ready to sketch out the statue of the plastic bottles:
"May I say a word?" I ask, interrupting the flow of words.
"Why yes, of course!" "I was wondering if Stephen's screams could be like your incessant talking: the cardiologist cannot carry out the ECG and see what's going on in his heart." "Well yes, it is rather similar". "And I would also like to add that there may perhaps be another similarity: your talking for the whole session is a way of keeping me out, of stopping me from getting close; for fear that I might come into your house". "Yes, that's convincing too; that was how we got used to being at home, wary of everybody.
My grandmother used to say, you shouldn't even trust your own guts because sometimes they speak in the silence". We couldn't have friends back then: everyone was a potential enemy". "It's getting easier to understand the story of the plumber and the fear he caused, especially with the ambiguity of the gift: were the mushrooms edible or poisonous?" Let's fast forward a few months.
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Sonia begins the session by telling me about a patient admitted to hospital with a serious delusional condition. She claims that a psychiatrist injected her while she slept and that ever since then she had lost her mind.
Sonia continues talking about this with very slight variations for more than half an hour.
As soon as her speech slows down, I interpose myself and ask her if all this unbroken talk is not once again evidence of her constructing a protective wall between herself and me.
"It puts me in mind of the patient who is fearful of falling asleep or lowering her guard in case even a chink in her attention or in her wall of words could leave her vulnerable to an injection of words that will make her loses her mind. Or else, I might happen to say something that makes you feels ill, and so you build this barrier of words or hypervigilance".
She is quick to acknowledge what I have said, but in such a way that it seems as though she is backing down and retreating. I press on with the point, saying that perhaps she is agreeing with me and backs down to avoid being persecuted by me. She is doing what General Kotuzov does in War and Peace, retreating in order to find safety! She accepts this too, but her pauses for thought leave me hopeful that a few drops of my interpretive injection may have reached her without the much-feared devastating effect on her mind.
Our world, our previously flooded field, starts to be adorned with statues, facts, characters, events. Briefly, we go through a dark, depressive wood which seems capable of paralyzing everything. As we emerge from it, new paranoid anxieties appear and lastly, seemingly hypochondria anxieties which culminate in a genuinely significant swelling of the thyroid. She is quickly referred for tests and investigations.
There is a nodule with colloidal leakage, suggestive of any number of things. Further testing reveals the presence of a "containing border" which contains these phenomena and guarantees that they are benign.
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It is true that Sonia is prone to emotional excess and evacuation on a massive scale, but the containing border has always saved us from all the inundations there might have been.
In moments of emotional overspill, all it takes is for one of us to say "border" and any danger of overflow ebbs away.
Conclusions
I am convinced that the assumption of Bion's thinking will lead to considerable changes in the theory and practice of psychoanalysis (Grotstein, 2007 , Ferro and Basile, 2009 , Ferro, 2006 . The development of tools for thinking will be more important than the discovery of contents and the development of narrative containers (Ferro, ED, 2017 , Ferro and Nicoli, 2017 , Ferro, 2007 will assume greater importance than the development of spatial containers. There will be increasing focus on the oneiric to the point where the entire session may be considered as a dream.
